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Abstract—Monocular cameras are one of the most commonly
used sensors in the automotive industry for autonomous vehicles.
One major drawback using a monocular camera is that it only
makes observations in the two dimensional image plane and can
not directly measure the distance to objects. In this paper, we
aim at filling this gap by developing a multi-object tracking
algorithm that takes an image as input and produces trajectories
of detected objects in a world coordinate system. We solve this
by using a deep neural network trained to detect and estimate
the distance to objects from a single input image. The detections
from a sequence of images are fed in to a state-of-the art Poisson
multi-Bernoulli mixture tracking filter. The combination of the
learned detector and the PMBM filter results in an algorithm
that achieves 3D tracking using only mono-camera images as
input. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated both in 3D
world coordinates, and 2D image coordinates, using the publicly
available KITTI object tracking dataset. The algorithm shows
the ability to accurately track objects, correctly handle data
associations, even when there is a big overlap of the objects
in the image, and is one of the top performing algorithms on the
KITTI object tracking benchmark. Furthermore, the algorithm
is efficient, running on average close to 20 frames per second.
I. INTRODUCTION
To enable a high level of automation in driving, it is
necessary to accurately model the surrounding environment,
a problem called environment perception. Data from onboard
sensors, such as cameras, radars and lidars, has to be pro-
cessed to extract information about the environment needed
to automatically and safely navigate the vehicle. For example,
information about both the static environment, such as road
boundaries and lane information, and the dynamic objects, like
pedestrians and other vehicles, is of importance. The focus of
this paper is the detection and tracking of multiple dynamic
objects, specifically vehicles.
Dynamic objects are often modeled by state vectors, and
are estimated over time using a multi-object tracking (MOT)
framework. MOT denotes the problem of, given a set of noisy
measurements, estimating both the number of dynamic objects,
and the state of each dynamic object. Compared to the single
object tracking problem, in addition to handling measurement
noise and detection uncertainty, the MOT problem also has to
resolve problems like object birth and object death1; clutter
1Object birth and object death is when an object first appears within, and
departs from, the ego-vehicle’s surveillance area, respectively.
detections2; and unknown measurement origin.
A recent family of MOT algorithms are based on random
finite sets (RFSs) [1]. The probability hypothesis density
(PHD) [2] filter, and the cardinalized PHD (CPHD) [3] filter, are
two examples of moment approximations of the multi-object
density. The generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli (GLMB) [4],
[5] and the Poisson multi-Bernoulli mixture (PMBM) [6], [7]
filters are examples of MOT filters based on multi-object conju-
gate priors; these filters have been shown to outperform filters
based on moment approximation. A recent comparison study
published in [8] has shown that the filters based on the PMBM
conjugate prior both achieves greater tracking performance,
and has favourable computational cost compared to GLMB,
hence we use the PMBM filter in this work.
All of the aforementioned MOT algorithms takes sets of
object estimates, or detections, as their input. This implies
that the raw sensor data, e.g., the images, should be pre-
processed into detections. The recent development of deep
neural networks has lead to big improvement in fields of
image processing. Indeed, considerable improvements have be
achieved for the object detection problem, see, e.g., [9], [10],
which is is crucial to the tracking performance.
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [11] have shown
to vastly outperform previous methods in image processing
for tasks such as classification, object detection and semantic
segmentation. CNNs make use of the spatial relation between
neighbouring pixels in images, by processing data in a convo-
lutional manner. Each layer in a CNN consists of a filter bank
with a number of convolutional kernels, where each element
is a learnable parameter.
The most common approach for object detection using deep
neural networks is region-based CNNs (R-CNNs). R-CNNs are
divided into two parts; a region proposal network (RPN),
followed by a box regression and classification network. The
RPN takes an image as input, and outputs a set of general object
proposals, which are fed into the following classification and
box regression network. The box regression and classification
network will refine the size of the object and classify it into
one of the object classes. This type of deep neural network
structure is used in, e.g., Fast R-CNN [12], and later in the
2Clutter detections are false detections, i.e., detections not corresponding
to an actual object.
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improved Faster R-CNN [9]. Another approach to the object
detection problem is you only look once (YOLO) [10]. Here,
the region proposal step is omitted, and the box regression and
classification are applied directly on the entire image.
In the automotive industry, monocular camera is a well
studied and commonly used type of sensors for developing au-
tonomous driving systems. A monocular camera is a mapping
between 3D world coordinates and 2D image coordinates [13]
where, in contrary to, e.g., radars and lidars, distance informa-
tion is lost. However, to achieve a high level of automation,
tracking in the image plane is not adequate. Instead, we need
to track objects in world coordinates in order to obtain the
relative pose between the ego vehicle the detected objects,
information that is crucial for automatic decision making and
control. We refer to this as 3D tracking.
Previous work on object tracking using monocular camera
data is restricted to tracking in the image-plane, see, e.g., [14],
[15], [16], for some recent work. The main contribution of
this paper is a multi-vehicle 3D tracking algorithm, that takes
as input mono camera data, and outputs vehicle estimates in
world coordinates. The proposed MOT algorithm is evaluated
using the image sequences from the publicly available KITTI
tracking dataset [17], and the results show that accurate 3D
tracking is achieved.
The presented 3D tracking filter has two main components:
a detector and an object tracking filter. The detector is a
deep neural network trained to from an input image not only
extract a 2D bounding box for each detected object, but also
to estimate the distance from the camera to the object. This
is achieved by using object annotations in lidar data during
the learning of the network parameters. The object tracking
filter is a state-of-the-art PMBM object tracking filter [6],
[7] that processes the detections and outputs estimates. The
tracking filter is computationally efficient, and handles both
false detections and missed detections. For each object, a
position, as well as kinematical properties such as velocity,
are estimated.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we
give a problem formulation and present an overview of the
algorithm. In Section III we present the object detection, and
in Section IV we present object tracking. The results of an
experimental evaluation using data sequences from the KITTI
dataset are presented in Section V, and the paper is concluded
in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
The KITTI object tracking dataset [17] contains data from
multiple sensors, e.g., four cameras and a lidar sensor. The data
from such sensors can be used for environment perception,
i.e., tracking of moving objects and mapping of the stationary
environment. In this work we focus on data from a forward
looking camera, with the objective to track the other vehicles
that are in the environment.
Each vehicle is represented by a state vector x that contains
the relevant information about the object. For 3D object
Ik
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Fig. 1. Algorithm overview. The MOT algorithm has two modules, detection
(left, red) and tracking (right, blue/green). The tracking modules consists of
a recursive tracking filter (prediction+update) and an object extraction.
tracking, the following state vector is used,
x =
[
x y z vx vy vz w h
]T
, (1)
where (x, y, z) is the 3D position in world coordinates,
(vx, vy, vz) is the corresponding velocity, and (w, h) is the
width and height of the object’s bounding box in the camera
image. The position and velocity describes the tracked object’s
properties of interest; the width and height of the bounding box
are used for evaluation analogue to the KITTI object tracking
benchmark [17].
The number of vehicles in the environment is not known,
and changes with time, so the task is to estimate both the
number of vehicles, as well as each vehicle’s state. The
vehicles at time step k are represented by a set Xk that
contains the state vectors of all vehicles that are present in the
vicinity of the ego-vehicle. The set of vehicles Xk is modeled
as a Random Finite Set (RFS) [1]. That is, the number of
objects, or the cardinality of the set, is modeled as a time
varying discrete random variable and each object’s state is a
multivariate random variable.
The problem addressed in this paper is the processing of
the sequence of images Ik into a sequence of estimates Xˆk|k
of the set of vehicles,
I0, I1, . . . , Ik ⇒ Xˆ0|0, Xˆ1|1, . . . , Xˆk|k, (2)
where the sub-indices denote time. In other words, we wish to
process the image sequence to gain information at each time
step about the number of vehicles (the cardinality of the set
X), and the state of each vehicle. The proposed MOT algorithm
has two main parts: object detection, and object tracking; an
illustration of the algorithm is given in fig. 1.
In the detection module, each image is processed to output
a set of object detections Zk,
Ik
Detection
====⇒ Zk. (3)
TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTATION
• Minor non-bold letter, e.g., a, b, γ, denote scalars.
• Minor bold letters, e.g., x, z, ξ, denote vectors.
• Capital non-bold letters , e.g., M , F , H , denote matrices.
• Capital bold letters, e.g., X, Y, Z, denote sets.
• |X| denotes the cardinality of set X, i.e., the number of elements in X.
• unionmulti denotes disjoint set union, i.e., XunionmultiY = Z means X∪Y = Z and
X ∩Y = ∅.
• [h(·)]X =∏x∈X h(x) and [h(·)]∅ = 1 by definition.
• 〈a; b〉 = ∫ a(x)b(x)dx, the inner product of a(x) and b(x).
The set of detections Zk, where each zik ∈ Zk is an estimated
object, is also modeled as a RFS. The detection is based on a
CNN, which is presented in detail in Section III.
The tracking module takes the image detections as input and
outputs an object set estimate; it has three parts: prediction,
update, and extraction. Together, the prediction and the update
constitute a tracking filter that recursively estimates a multi-
object set density,
Zk
PMBM filter
======⇒ fk|k(Xk|Zk), (4)
where Zk denotes all measurement sets up to time step k,
{Zt}t∈(0,k). Specifically, in this work we estimate a PMBM
density [6]. The Chapman-Kolmogorov prediction
fk|k−1(Xk|Zk−1)
=
∫
g(Xk|Xk−1)fk−1|k−1(Xk−1|Zk−1)δXk−1, (5a)
predicts the PMBM density to the next time step using the
multi-object motion model g(Xk+1|Xk). We use the standard
multi-object motion model [1], meaning that g(·|·) models a
Markovian process for objects that remain in the field of view,
combined a Poisson point process (PPP) birth process.
Using the set of detections Zk and the multi-object mea-
surement model h(Zk|Xk), the updated PMBM density is
computed using the Bayes update
fk|k(Xk|Zk) =
h(Zk|Xk)fk|k−1(Xk|Zk−1)∫
h(Zk|Xk)fk|k−1(Xk|Zk−1)δXk
, (5b)
We use the standard multi-object measurement model [1], in
which h(Zk|Xk) models noisy measurement with detection
uncertainty, combined with PPP clutter.
The final part of the tracking is the object extraction, where
object estimates are extracted from the PMBM density,
fk|k(Xk|Zk) Extraction=====⇒ Xˆk|k (6)
The tracking is described further in Section IV. The integrals
in (5) are set-integrals, defined in [1].
III. OBJECT DETECTION
In this section, we describe how deep learning, see, e.g.,
[18], is used to process the images {It}kt=0 to output sets
of detections {Zt}kt=0. For an image It with a corresponding
set of detections Zt, each detection z ∈ Zt consists of a 2D
bounding box and a distance from the camera center to the
center of the detected object,
z =
[
xmin ymin xmax ymax d
]T
, (7)
where (xmin, ymin) and (xmax, ymax) are the pixel positions
of the top left and bottom right corner of the bounding box,
respectively, and d is the distance from the camera to the
object. The bounding box encloses the object in the image.
Using this information, the angle from the camera center to
the center of the detected object can be inferred. This, together
with the camera-to-object-distance d, allows the camera to be
transformed into a range/bearing sensor, which is suitable for
object tracking in 3D world coordinates.
The object detection is implemented using a improved
version of the network developed in [19]. The network can
be divided into two parts; the first part can be viewed as
a feature extractor, and the second part consists of three
parallel output headers. The feature extractor is identical to the
DRN-C-26 [20] network, with the exception that the last two
classification layers have been removed. The last two layers
are structured for the original classification task of DRN-C-26,
which is not suitable in this work.
To represent objects using a bounding box and its distance,
the network has three different types of output: classification
score, bounding box and distance. Each header in the network
has two 1 × 1 convolutional layers and finally a sub-pixel
convolutional layer [21], upscaling the output to 1/4th of the
input image resolution. The bounding box header has 4 output
channels, representing the top left and bottom right corner of
the bounding box, the distance header has one output channel,
representing the distance to the object, and the classification
header has an additional softmax function and represents the
different class scores using one-hot encoding, i.e., one output
channel for each class, where each channel represents the
score for each class, respectively. For each pixel in the output
layer there will be an estimated bounding box, i.e., there
can be more than one bounding box per object. To address
this, Soft-NMS [22] is applied. In this step, the box with
the highest classification score is selected and the score of
boxes intersecting the selected box are decayed according to a
function of the intersection over union (IOU). This process is
repeated until the classification score of all remaining boxes
are below a manually chosen threshold.
The feature extractor is pre-trained on ImageNet [23] and
the full network is fine-tuned using annotated object labels
from the KITTI object data set [17]. The network is tuned
using stochastic gradient descent with momentum. The task of
classification used a cross entropy loss function while bound-
ing box regression and distance estimation used a smooth L1
loss function [12].
IV. OBJECT TRACKING
To associate objects between consecutive frames and filter
the object detections from the neural network, a PMBM track-
ing filter is applied. Both the set of objects Xk and the set
of image detections Zk are modeled as RFSs. The purpose of
the tracking module is to process the sequence of detection
sets, and output a sequence of estimates Xˆk|k of the true set
of objects. We achieve this by using a PMBM filter to estimate
the multi-object density fk|k(Xk|Zk), and to extract estimates
from this density.
In this section, we first present some necessary RFS back-
ground, and the standard point object models that are used to
model both the object motion, as well as the detection process.
Then, we present the PMBM filter.
A. RFS background
In this work, two types of RFSs are important: the PPP and
the Bernoulli process. A general introduction to RFS is given
in, e.g., [1].
1) Poisson point process: A PPP is a type of RFS where
the cardinality is Poisson distributed and all elements are
independent and identically distributed (IID). A PPP can be
parametrized by an intensity function, D(x), defined as
D(x) = µf(x). (8)
The intensity function has two parameters, the Poisson rate
µ > 0 and the spatial distribution f(x). The expected number
of set members in a PPP S is
∫
x∈S D(x)dx.
The PPP density is
f(X) = e−〈D(x);1〉
∏
x∈X
D(x) = e−µ
∏
x∈X
µf(x). (9)
The PPPs are used to model object birth, undetected objects
and clutter measurements.
2) Bernoulli process: A Bernoulli RFS is a RFS that with
the probability r contains a single element with the probability
density function (PDF) f(x), and with the probability 1− r is
empty:
f(X) =

1− r, X = ∅
rf(x), X = {x}
0, |X| > 1
. (10)
It is suitable to use a Bernoulli RFS to model objects in a
MOT problem, since it both models the object’s probability of
existence r, and uncertainty in its state x.
In MOT, the objects are typically assumed to be indepen-
dent [6]. The disjoint union of a fixed number of independent
Bernoulli RFSs, X = unionmultii∈IXi, where I is an index set, is
a multi-Bernoulli (MB) RFS. The parameters {ri, f i(·)}i∈I
defines the MB distribution.
A multi-Bernoulli mixture (MBM) density is a normalized,
weighted sum of MB densities. The MBM density is entirely
defined by {wj , {rj,i, f j,i(·)}i∈Ij}j∈J, where J is an index set
for the MBs in the MBM, wj is the probability of the jth MB,
and Ij is the index set for the Bernoulli distributions. In a MOT
problem, the different MBs typically corresponds to different
data association sequences.
B. Standard models
Here we present the details of the standard measurement
and motion models, under Gaussian assumptions.
1) Measurement model: Let xik be the state of the ith
vehicle at the kth time step. At time step k, given a set of
objects Xk = {xik}i∈I, the set of measurements is Zk =
(unionmultii∈IWik)unionmultiKk, where Wik denotes the set of object generated
measurements from the ith object, I is an index set and
Kk denotes the set of clutter measurements. The set Kk is
modeled as a PPP with the intensity κ(z) = λc(z), where λ is
the Poisson rate and the spatial distribution c(z) is assumed
to be uniform.
Assuming an object is correctly detected with probability
of detection pD. If the object is detected, the measurement
z ∈ Wik has PDF φz(xik) = N (z; a(xik), R), where a(xik)
is a camera measurement model. The resulting measurement
likelihood is
`Z(x) = p(Z|x) =

1− pD, Z = ∅
pDφz(x), Z = {z}
0, |Z| > 1
. (11)
As can be seen in eq. (11), if multiple measurements are
associated to one object this will have zero likelihood. This is
a standard point object assumption, see, e.g., [1].
Because of the unknown measurement origin3, it is neces-
sary to discuss data association. Let the measurements in the
set Z be indexed by m ∈M,
Z = {zm}m∈M , (12)
and let Aj be the space of all data associations A for the jth
predicted global hypothesis, i.e., the jth predicted MB. A data
association A ∈ Aj is an assignment of each measurement in
Z to a source, either to the background (clutter or new object)
or to one of the existing objects indexed by i ∈ Ij . Note that
M ∩ Ij = ∅ for all j. The space of all data associations for
the jth hypothesis is Aj = P(M∪ Ij), i.e., a data association
A ∈ Aj is a partition of M∪Ij into non-empty disjoint subsets
C ∈ A, called index cells4.
Due to the standard MOT assumption that the objects
generate measurements independent of each other, an index
cell contains at most one object index and at most one
measurement index, i.e., |C ∩ Ij | ≤ 1 and |C ∩ M| ≤ 1
for all C ∈ A. Any association in which there is at least
one cell, with at least two object indices and/or at least two
measurement indices, will have zero likelihood because this
violates the independence assumption and the point object
assumption, respectively. If the index cell C contains an object
index, then let iC denote the corresponding object index, and
if the index cell C contains a measurement index, then let mC
denote the corresponding measurement index.
3An inherent property of MOT is that it is unknown which measurements
are from object and which are clutter, and among the object generated
measurements, it is unknown which object generated which measurement.
Hence, the update must handle this uncertainty.
4For example, let M = (m1,m2,m3) and I = (i1, i2), i.e., three mea-
surements and two objects. One valid partition of M∩I, i.e., one of the possible
associations, has the following four cells {m1}, {m2, i1}, {m3}, {i2}. The
meaning of this is that measurement m2 is associated to object i1, object
i2 is not detected, and measurements m1 and m3 are not associated to any
previously detected object, i.e., measurements m1 and m3 are either clutter
or from new objects.
2) Standard dynamic model: The existing objects—both
the detected and the undetected—survive from time step
k to time step k + 1 with probability of survival pS.
The objects evolve independently according to a Markov
process with Gaussian transition density g(xk+1|xk) =
N (xk+1; b(xk), Q), where b(·) is a constant velocity (CV) mo-
tion model. New objects appear independently of the objects
that already exist. The object birth is assumed to be a PPP with
intensity Dbk+1(x), defined in eq. (9).
C. PMBM filter
In this section, the time indexing has been omitted for
notational simplicity. The PMBM filter is a combination of two
RFSs, a PPP to model the objects that exist at the current time
step, but have not yet been detected and a MBM to model
the objects that have been detected previously at least once.
The set of objects can be divided into two disjoint subsets,
X = Xd unionmultiXu, where Xd is the set of detected objects and
Xu is the set of undetected objects. The PMBM density can
be expressed as
f(X) =
∑
XuunionmultiXd=X
fu(Xu)
∑
j∈J
wjf j(Xd), (13a)
fu(Xu) = e−〈D
u(x);1〉 [Du(·)]Xu , (13b)
f j(Xd) =
∑
unionmultii∈IiXi=Xd
∏
i∈Ij
f j,i(Xi), (13c)
where
• fu(·) is the PPP density for the set of undetected objects
Xu, where Du(·) is its intensity.
• J is an index set of MBM components. There are |J| MBs,
where each MB corresponds to a unique global data as-
sociation hypothesis. The probability of each component
in the MBM is denoted as wj .
• For every component j in the MBM, there is an index
set Ij , where each index i corresponds to a potentially
detected object Xi.
• f j,i(·) are Bernoulli set densities, defined in eq. (10).
Each MB corresponds to a potentially detected object with
a probability of existence and a state PDF.
The PMBM density in eq. (13) is defined by the involved
parameters,
Du, {(wj , {(rj,i, f j,i)}i∈Ij )}j∈J . (14)
Further, the PMBM density is an MOT conjugate prior [6],
meaning that for the standard point object models (Sec-
tions IV-B1 and IV-B2), the prediction and update in eq. (5)
both result in PMBM densities. It follows that the PMBM filter
propagates the multi-object density by propagating the set of
parameters.
In this work, we assume that the birth intensity Db is a non-
normalized Gaussian mixture. It follows from this assumption
that the undetected intensity Du is also a non-normalized
Gaussian mixture, and all Bernoulli densities f j,i are Gaussian
densities. Below, we present the parameters that result from
the prediction and the update, and we present a simple method
for extracting target estimates from the set of parameters. To
compute the predicted and updated Gaussian parameters, we
use the UKF prediction and update, respectively, see, e.g., [24,
Ch. 5].
1) Prediction: Given a posterior PMBM density with pa-
rameters
Du, {(wj , {(rj,i, f j,i)}i∈Ij )}j∈J , (15)
and the standard dynamic model (Section IV-B2), the predicted
density is a PMBM density with parameters
Du+, {(wj+, {(rj,i+ , f j,i+ )}i∈Ij )}j∈J, (16a)
where
Du+(x) = D
b(x) + pS 〈Du; g〉 , (16b)
rj,i+ = pSr
j,i, (16c)
f j,i+ (x) =
〈
f j,i; g
〉
, (16d)
and wj+ = w
j . For Gaussian mixture intensity Du, and
Gaussian densities f j,i, the predictions 〈·; g〉 in eq. (16) are
easily computed using the UKF prediction, see, e.g., [24, Ch.
5].
2) Update: Given a prior PMBM density with parameters
Du+, {(wj+, {(rj,i+ , f j,i+ )}i∈Ij+)}j∈J+ , (17)
a set of measurements Z, and the standard measurement model
(Section IV-B1), the updated density is a PMBM density
f(X|Z) =
∑
XuunionmultiXd=X
fu(Xu)
∑
j∈J+
∑
A∈Aj
wjAf
j
A(X
d), (18a)
fu(Xu) = e−〈D
u;1〉 ∏
x∈Xu
Du(x), (18b)
f jA(X
d) =
∑
unionmultiC∈AXC=X
∏
C∈A
f jC(X
C), (18c)
where the weights are
wjA =
wj+
∏
C∈A LC∑
j′∈J
∑
A′∈Aj′ w
j′
+
∏
C′∈A′ LC′
, (18d)
LC =

κ+ pD
〈
Du+;φzmC
〉
if C ∩ Ij = ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
1− rj,iC+ pD if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M = ∅,
r
j,iC
+ pD
〈
f
j,iC
+ ;φzmC
〉
if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
(18e)
the densities f jC(X) are Bernoulli densities with parameters
rjC =

pD〈Du+;φzmC 〉
κ+pD〈Du+;φzmC 〉 if C ∩ I
j = ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
r
j,iC
+ (1−pD)
1−rj,iC+ pD
if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M = ∅,
1 if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
(18f)
f jC(x) =

φzmC (x)D
u
+(x)
〈Du+;φzmC 〉 if C ∩ I
j = ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
f
j,iC
+ (x) if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M = ∅,
φzmC (x)f
j,iC
+ (x)〈
f
j,iC
+ ;φzmC
〉 if C ∩ Ij 6= ∅, C ∩M 6= ∅,
(18g)
and the updated PPP intensity is Du(x) = (1−pD)Du+(x). For
Gaussian mixture intensity Du+, and Gaussian densities f
j,i
+ ,
the updates 〈·;φ〉 in (18) are easily computed using the UKF
update, see, e.g., [24, Ch. 5].
3) Extraction: Let the set of updated PMBM parameters be
Du, {(wj , {(rj,i, f j,i)}i∈Ij )}j∈J . (19)
To extract a set of object estimates, the hypothesis with highest
probability is chosen,
j? = argmax
j∈J
wj . (20)
From the corresponding MB, with parameters
{(rj?,i, f j?,i)}i∈Ij? , (21)
all Bernoulli components with probability of existence rj
?,i
larger than a threshold τ are selected, and the expected value
of the object state is included in the set of object estimates,
Xˆ =
{
xˆj
?,i
}
i∈Ij? :rj?,i>τ
, (22a)
xˆj
?,i = Efj?,i
[
xj
?,i
]
=
∫
xf j
?,i(x)dx. (22b)
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Setup
For evaluation, the KITTI object tracking dataset [17] is
used. The datasets consists of 21 training sequences and 29
testing sequences that were collected using sensors mounted
on a moving car. Each sequence has been manually annotated
with ground truth information, e.g., in the images, objects from
the classes Car, Pedestrian and Cyclist have been marked by
bounding boxes. In this work, the training dataset was split into
two parts; one for training the CNN, and one for validation.
The sequences used for training are 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 17
and 20, and the remaining ones are used for validation.
B. Evaluation
In this work we are primarily interested in the 3D tracking
results. However, the KITTI testing sequences evaluate the
tracking in 2D, hence we present results in both 2D and 3D.
Performance is evaluated using IOU of the image plane bound-
ing boxes and Euclidean distance as distance measurements,
respectively. For a valid correspondence between a ground
truth (GT) object and an estimated object, the 2D IOU has
to be at least 50%, and the 3D Euclidean distance has to be
within 3m, for the 2D and 3D evaluation, respectively. The
performance is evaluated using the CLEAR MOT performance
measures [25], including MOT accuracy (MOTA), MOT preci-
sion (MOTP), with addition of mostly tracked (MT), mostly
lost (ML), identity switches (IDS) and fragmentations (FR)
from [26], and F1 score (F1), precision (PRE), recall (REC) and
false alarm rate (FAR). The F1 score is the weighted harmonic
mean of the precision and recall. Note that, for the 2D IOU
measure, a larger value is better, whereas for the 3D Euclidean
distance, lower is better.
C. Results
Examples of the 3D tracking results are shown in fig. 2. The
three examples show that the tracking algorithm successfully
estimates the states of vehicles moving in the same direction as
the ego-vehicle, vehicles moving in the opposite direction, as
well as vehicles making sharp turns in intersections. In dense
scenarios, such as in fig. 2b, there are big overlaps between the
bounding boxes; this is handled without problem by the data
association. Noteworthy is that the distance estimates are quite
noisy. Sometimes this leads to incorrect initial estimates of the
velocity vector, as can be seen at the beginning of the track
of the oncoming vehicle labelled purple in fig. 2c. However,
the tracking filter quickly converges to a correct estimate.
Videos of these, and of additional sequences, can be seen at
https://goo.gl/AoydgW.
Quantitative results from the evaluation on the validation
sequences are shown in table II. Noteworthy is the low amount
of identity switches, in both 2D and in 3D. Comparing the raw
CNN detections and the MOT algorithm, the MOT precision is
lower, and the MOT recall is higher, leading to an F1 score
that is higher for the MOT than for the CNN; in other words,
the overall object detection performance is slightly improved.
The runtime of the algorithm is on average in total 52ms,
38ms for the detection network and 14ms for the tracking
algorithm, on a Nvidia Tesla V100 SXM2 and a single thread
on a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7.
D. KITTI MOT benchmark
The MOT algorithm was also evaluated in 2D using the test
sequences on the KITTI evaluation server. For these results,
the full training set was used for training the detection CNN.
The results are presented in table III; at the time of submission
our algorithm was ranked 3rd in terms of MOTA among the
published algorithms. Note that, even if not reaching the same
MOTA performance, the runtime of our algorithm (frames per
second (FPS)) is one magnitude faster and has a significantly
lower number of identity switches than the two algorithms
with higher MOTA.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented an image based MOT algorithm using
deep learning detections and PMBM filtering. It was shown that
a CNN and a subsequent PMBM filter can be used to detect and
track objects. The algorithm successfully can track multiple
objects in 3D from a single camera image, which can provide
valuable information for decision making and control.
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